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ABSTRACT
We present some of the High Dynami Range Imaging ativities developed around the oronagraphi test-
benh of the Laboratoire A. H. Fizeau (Nie). They onern researh and development of an Apodized Lyot
Coronagraph (ALC) for the VLT-SPHERE instrument and experimental results from our testbed working in the
visible domain.
We determined by numerial simulations the speiations of the apodizing lter and searhed the best
tehnologial proess to manufature it. We present the results of the experimental tests on the rst apodizer
prototype in the visible and the resulting ALC nulling performanes.
The tests onern partiularly the apodizer haraterization (average transmission radial prole, global re-
etivity and transmittivity in the visible), ALC nulling performanes ompared with expetations, sensitivity
of the ALC performanes to misalignments of its omponents.
Keywords: High ontrast imaging, Astronomial Instrumentation : Coronagraphy
1. INTRODUCTION
Sine 1995 and the disovery of the rst extrasolar planet by M. Mayor and D. Queloz (1995
11
), diret
detetion and spetral haraterization of an exoplanet has beome one of the most exiting and hallenging
astromial areas. In this ontext, European Southern Observatory (ESO) supported two phase A studies for a
"planet nder" instrument for its seond-generation instruments on the Very Large Telesope (VLT). After the
review of these two studies, an unique instrument alled SPHERE (Spetro-Polarimetri High-ontrast Exoplanet
REsearh) is now onsidered for a rst light in 2010.
SPHERE (Beuzit et al. 2006
2
) is a seond generation instrument for the VLT designed and built by a
onsortium of Frenh, German, Italian, Swiss and Duth institutes in ollaboration with ESO. The projet is
urrently in its phase B. The main goal of SPHERE is the diret detetion of faint objets very lose to a
bright star, espeially giant extrasolar planets. Other siene studies onern brown dwarfs, irumstellar disks
and related phenomena suh as mass loss mehanisms, stellar winds or planetary nebulae. The design of the
SPHERE instrument is divided into four subsystems : the Common Path Optis and three siene hannels, a
dierential imaging amera (IRDIS), an Integral Field Spetrograph (IFS), and a visible imaging polarimeter
(ZIMPOL).
In the onsortium, we are in harge of the study and the development of an Apodized Lyot Coronagraph
(ALC). In the instrument design, the ALC will be a part of the Common Path Optis subsystem of SPHERE.
Further author information: Send orrespondene to G. Guerri, guerriunie.fr, Telephone: +33 (0)4 92 07 65 73
The purpose of this paper is twofold. After having briey realled the priniple of the Apodized Lyot Co-
ronagraph in setion 2, we desribe in setion 3 the experimental setup of the high dynamis range imaging
oronagraphi testbed and the detailed harateristis of the three main omponents of the ALC tested proto-
type (apodizer, oronagraphi mask and Lyot stop). Then, we present the laboratory tests of the ALC prototype
in the visible. They onern measurements of the apodizer transmission prole (setion 4) and of the ALC oro-
nagraphi performanes (setion 5) and the study of the ALC sensitivity to lateral and longitudinal misalignment
of its omponents (setion 6).
Although SPHERE will operate in the near-IR domain, these visible measurements allowed to validate the
priniple and the manufaturing tehnique of the apodizer. It gave preliminary estimations of the oronagraph
performane. Furthermore, a visible optial benh is easier to set-up than a near IR old benh.
2. PRINCIPLE OF THE APODIZED LYOT CORONAGRAPH
2.1 Preliminary
Firstly, Bernard Lyot introdued in 1930 the priniple of the Classial Lyot Coronagraph (Lyot, 1930
10
) : an
oulting disk, the Lyot oronagraphi mask, is plaed in the telesope foal plane so as to blok the entral part
of the Airy pattern of the star. In the relayed pupil plane, a diaphragm alled Lyot stop is plaed in order to
remove the light rejeted by the oronagraphi mask out of the geometrial image of the pupil. The smaller the
size of this Lyot stop is, the better the light attenuation is, but also the lower the throughput is. Unfortunately,
the ontrast ahieved by the Classial Lyot Coronagraph is not suient enough to image an exoplanet.
2.2 Priniple
In this ontext, Aime, Soummer et al. (2002
1
, 2003
12
) proposed a dramati improvement with the priniple
of the Prolate Apodized Lyot Coronagraph. In Fig. 1, we present the priniple of the Apodized Lyot Coronagraph
(ALC) adapted to our study, ie the ALC designed for SPHERE.
Fig. 1. Priniple of SPHERE Apodized Lyot Coronagraph : (a) Entrane pupil, (b) Apodizer, () Point spread funtion
(PSF) at the fous of the telesope, (d) PSF when the Lyot oulting oronagraphi mask is settled, (e) Pupil image
before the Lyot stop introdution, (f) Lyot stop, (g) Pupil image with the Lyot stop, (h) Final oronagraphi PSF
In this gure, we an see that, beause the VLT entrane pupil is not a simple irular aperture and has
a entral obsuration and 4 spiders, the apodizer transmission funtion has a bagel shape (Soummer 2005
13
,
Carbillet et al. in prep.
5
). Furthermore, the best oronagraphi performane is obtained when the Lyot stop has
the same shape as the entrane pupil one.
2.3 Overview of apodizer manufaturing tehniques
Apodizing masks are ommonly used in optis for 20 years for instane for laser beam shaping. However, the
shape of the transmission proles and the tolerane bounds are totally dierent and less onstraining than those
needed to perform astronomial high dynami range imaging. That's why, one of the ALC ritial realization
point is the manufaturing of the apodizer. Several worldwide institutes are urrently testing various apodization
tehniques : we an ite for instane thin layer deposition, ion implantation, HEBS
TM
glass (Soummer et al.
2006
14
) or use of a Mah-Zehnder interferometer (Carlotti et al. 2007
6
). The main hallenge is to obtain an
apodizer that meets as muh as possible the strong speiations and who introdues the lowest wavefront
errors.
3. EXPERIMENTAL SETUP OF THE CORONAGRAPHIC BENCH
3.1 The oronagraphi benh
Figure 2 shows the visible optial setup of the high dynamis range imaging benh developed by the Fizeau
laboratory. The harateristis of eah optial element are given in table 1.
Fig. 2. Optial setup of Fizeau laboratory high dynamis range imaging benh.
Several light soures are available :
 a HeNe-laser Melles Griot 25 LHR 691-230 : λ = 632.8 nm, output power 2.5mW for alignment purpose.
 a bered laser diode Melles Griot 57PNL062/P4 : λ = 635 nm ± 15, output power 7mW, polarization-
maintaining singlemode ber, for monohromati performane (less oherent than the laser).
 a white light soure with an output power of 5mW for hromati measurements.
The lenses L1, L2, L3 et L4 form two suessive afoal systems that ollimate the beam in order to obtain
a parallel beam behind the lens L4. The diameter of the beam is here 28 mm, equal to the apodizer one. This
resulting beam was thereby magnied by a fator of 24 ompared to the initial beam so as to keep the entral
part of the gaussian wavefront delivered by the bered soure and therefore to obtain an uniform intensity
distribution in the pupil plane. Nevertheless the size of the useful part remains 28 mm. Then omes the so
alled oronagraphi hain whose omponents will be desribed below. It should be noted that the four plane
mirrors have the unique fontion to fold up the beam in the available loation. The detetor is a CCD array
Adime-1000M. The main harateristis of this detetor are : array of 1004x1004 pixels (7.4 µm eah), 10 bits
dynamis, 16 e- read-out noise.
3.2 Charateristis of the ALC omponents
3.2.1 The pupil mask
The pupil mask reprodues the VLT entrane pupil as shown on gure 3. It was manufatured by the ompany
Miromodule (Brest, Frane) by a Chromium deposition on a BK7 substrate. The mask is 100% transmissive
on a 28 mm-diameter disk alled outer diameter. The mask bloks the light on a onentri entral disk that
simulates the telesope entral obsuration (its 4.2 mm diameter orresponds to 15% of the outer diameter).
Component Charateristis
Fibered laser diode λ = 635 nm, P = 7 mW
Diverging lens L1 f1 = -75 mm
Converging lens L2 f2 = +300 mm
Plane mirrors M1 and M2 optial quality λ/5 at 633nm
Converging lens L3 f3 = +100 mm
Converging lens L4 f4 = +600 mm
Pupil mask see Fig 3 and Set. 3.2.1
Apodizer see Fig 4 and Set. 3.2.2
Converging lens L5 (ahromat) f5 = +1330 mm
Miroirs plans M3 and M4 optial quality λ/5 at 633nm
Lyot oronagraphi mask Φ= 90 µm see Set. 3.2.3
Converging relay lens L6 (ahromat) f6 = +52 mm
Lyot stop see Set. 3.2.4
Imaging onverging lens L7 (ahromat) f7 = +100mm
Siene amera CCD Adime
Tab. 1. Inventory of the Fizeau laboratory high dynamis range imaging benh omponents.
Fig. 3. Shape and dimensions of the pupil mask reproduing the VLT entrane pupil.
Four retilinear arms simulate the telesope spiders, 140 µm-width eah. They join the four ardinal points of
the outer diameter to the entral obsrution in 2 fastening points. Table 2 gives the tehnial speiations of
the pupil mask.
Parameter Speiation
Outer diameter 28.00 ± 0.05 mm
Central obsuration diameter 4.20 ± 0.05 mm
Spiders width 0.140 ± 0.01 mm
Mask optial density 10
6
± 10
0.5
Substrate BK7
Substrate thikness 1.5 mm
Substrate optial quality λ/4 PTV at λ = 633 nm on the front fae
Substrate parallelism ≤ 1
′
Antireetion oating on the bak fae (<0.5%)
Tab. 2. Tehnial speiations of the pupil mask.
3.2.2 The apodizer
The apodizer was manufatured by the ompany Reynard Corporation aording to the metalli thin layer
evaporation tehnique of Inonel 600
TM
on a BK7 substrate. Its transmission prole was optimized by numerial
simulations to t with a Lyot oronagraphi mask with an angular diameter of 3λ/D. Table 3 gives the tehnial
speiations for the apodizer that were required to the manufaturer.
Charateristis Speiation
Outer diameter of the apodized area 28.00 mm
Outer diameter of the substrate 40.00 mm
Substrate thikness 2 mm
Surfae quality of the substrate (srath - dig) 5 - 10
Optial surfae quality λ/10 PTV at 632.8 nm
Parallelism ≤ 1
′
Substrate material BK7
Coated metal Inonel
Tolerane on the prole ±5%
Coating Anti-reetion oating on the 2 faes
Tab. 3. Manufaturing speiations for the apodizer 3λ/D in the visible.
Figure 4 shows the theoretial optimal average radial prole in transmission of the apodizer. This prole, noted
Fig. 4. Theoretial transmission of the apodizer in the visible send to the manufaturer : (left) 2D view, (right) optimal
average radiale prole in transmission.
T (r, θ), an be be tted from the numerial simulations. It is approximated by the 7th order polynomial dened
by :
∀θ T (r, θ) =
7∑
k=0
Ck ∗ (
r
14
)k with :
 r given in mm and 2.1 6 r 6 14.
 C0 = 0.95610110, C1 = 0.99129289, C2 = −7.6010470, C3 = 26.988797, C4 = −61.164585, C5 = 70.131699,
C6 = −38.251457 and C7 = 8.0134063.
 The transmission prole in the area of radius smaller than 2.1 mm is of a lesser importane beause this
area will be oulted by the entral obsuration of the pupil mask.
The omplete experimental haraterization of the apodizer is presented in the next setion.
3.2.3 The Lyot oronagraphi mask
The Lyot oronagraphi mask bloks the light on a entral disk of 90 µm diameter (whih orresponds to
an angular diameter of 3λ/D) and is transparent outside. This element was also manufatured by the ompany
Miromodule by a Chromium deposition on a BK7-substrate. Simulations allowed to determine that a value of
6 for the optial density of the opaque zone is neessary to obtain the desired oronagraphi eet. Table 4 gives
the manufaturing speiations of the oronagraphi mask.
Charateristis Speiation
Tolerane on the omponent width (square) 15.0 ± 1.0 mm
Tolerane on the oronagraphi mask diameter 90.0 ± 1.0 mm
Mask optial density 6.0 ± 0.5
Substrate type BK7 or N-BK7
Substrate thikness 1.5 mm
Substrate optial quality λ/4 PTV at λ = 633 nm on the front fae
Substrate parallelism ≤ 1′
Tab. 4. Speiations of the 3λ/D Lyot oronagraphi mask.
3.2.4 The Lyot stop
The Lyot stop has the same shape as the one of the VLT pupil mask. It was also manufatured by the Miro-
module ompany by a Chromium deposition on a BK7 substrate. This diaphragm is geometrially homothetial
to the pupil mask : the entral obsuration diameter is slightly enlarged, the diameter of the external disk is
slightly redued, the spider arms are magnied but their orientation is idential to the pupil mask ones.
Some simulations showed that the best Lyot diaphragm (aording to a riterion obtaining the optimal
attenuation without too reduing the transmission) has the following properties : an outer diameter orresponding
to 97% of the size of the pupil image, a entral obsuration that is 1.05 times larger ompared to the obstrution
size in the oronagraphi pupil plane, and spiders arms magnied by a fator 2. Furthermore, experiene inherited
from previous laboratory tests showed that it is preferable to slightly undersize the Lyot stop size to get rid of
some instrumental biases suh as, for instane, egde diration eets or toleranes on the lenses foal lengths.
Table 5 gives the manufaturing speiations of the Lyot stop.
Parameter Speiation
Outer diameter 1.060 ± 0.01 mm
Central obsuration diameter 0.170 ± 0.01 mm
Spiders width 0.010 ± 0.002 mm
Mask optial density 6 ± 0.5
Type de substrat BK7
Substrate thikness 2 mm
Substrate optial quality λ/4 PTV at λ = 633 nm on the front fae
Substrate parallelism ≤ 1
′
Tab. 5. Lyot stop manufaturing speiations.
4. APODIZER EXPERIMENTAL CHARACTERIZATION
4.1 Apodizer average transmission prole
Priniple. This measurement is done with the white light soure oupled with a narrowband interferential lter
(λc = 603 nm, δλ = 25 nm) plaed in front of the soure. The priniple of the measurement is to aquire pupil
images with and without apodizer, alled respetively apodized and referene images. After a dark substration,
a long exposure is generated for both pupil image types. Then, the apodized long exposure is divided by the
referene one in order to avoid the inhomogenous illumination of the referene pupil. The radial transmission
values of the apodizer are nally omputed from this divided long exposure image.
Results. Fig. 5 shows an example of a referene and an apodized long exposure pupil images. Both long exposures
are obtained by o-adding 5 snapshots of a 2 ms exposition time. It is then neessary to ompare the measurement
to the theoretial prole and to the tolerane limits : gure 5 shows the dierent average radial proles.
The measurement doesn't meet the speiations in the area where r is inluded between 7mm and 12.8mm : the
lower tolerane limit is overrun. Besides, the apodizer global transmission oeient worths 39.9%, as expeted
in the speiations.
(a) (b)
()
Fig. 5. 2D-views of (a) the referene and of (b) the apodised pupils, () average radial transmission prole of the apodizer :
measured prole, theoretial prole, tolerane bounds.
4.2 Apodizer global transmittivity in the visible
To realize this measurement, we use the same experimental protool as in the last setion, using 15 spetral
lters. Table 6 lists the properties of the 15 available spetral lters.
Number 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15
λc (nm) 421.5 432.5 445 485 513.5 535.5 550 545 558 563.5 574 584.5 603.5 661 700.5
λmin (nm) 412 425 433 475 502 525 535 535 547 552 565 569 587 652 689
λmax (nm) 431 440 457 495 525 546 565 555 569 575 583 600 620 670 712
∆λ (nm) 19 15 24 20 23 21 30 20 22 23 18 31 33 28 23
Tab. 6. Inventory of the spetral lters.
Figure 6 shows the spetral evolution of the global transmission of the apodizer dedued from the measure-
ments ompared to the theoretial one. The measurement for the two rst lters is biased by a too faint ux at
the detetor level. To obtain the theoretial urve, we made the alulation of the transmission oeient of an
Inonel oating on a BK7 glass substrate using thin lm theory equations desribed by Born & Wolf (1979
4
) and
the value of the Inonel refrative index determined by Goodell et al. (1973
7
).
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Fig. 6. Measurement of the transmission oeient of the apodizer (rosses) ompared to the numerial simulation (solid
line).
Exept for the four rst lters, the measurement is totally in adequation with the numerial simulation. This
result validates the method used to alulate the theoretial urve. We an onlude that on the spetral domain
[450 nm - 700 nm℄, the transmission oeient of the apodizer worths 39 ± 3%.
4.3 Apodizer global reetivity in the visible
Figure 7 shows the optial setup to measure the apodizer reetivity.
Fig. 7. Optial setup for the measurement of the apodizer reetivity.
The apodizer is slightly inlined from the optial axis so as to generate a reeted beam suiently disjoined
from the inident one to be imaged on the CCD amera. To obtain a referene measurement, the apodizer is
replaed by a plane mirror in aluminium. The reetivity oeient of this mirror worths 90%. The measurements
were arried out using the same experimental protool as for the transmission oeient measurement.
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Fig. 8. Measurement of the apodizer reetivity oeient (dotted) ompared with the numerial simulation (solid line).
Figure 8 shows the evolution of the measured reetivity oeient ompared, as previously, with the simu-
lation obtained with the same omputation ode. It wasn't possible to obtain exploitable data for lters number
1 and 2, the reorded ux was too faint.
Exept for the 2 rst wavelengths, the mesured urve omplies with the numerial simulation. The apodizer
global reetivity worths 21 ± 1% on the spetral domain [450 nm - 700 nm℄.
5. ALC NULLING PERFORMANCES
5.1 Measurement priniple
Aquisitions are done in the nal oronagraphi foal plane with the bered laser diode (λ = 633nm). Three
dierent Point Spread Funtions (PSF) are suessively reorded : the referene one, the referene apodized
one and the oronagraphi one. It was neessary to plae neutral densities behind the light soure to avoid the
saturation of the detetor. Thousand short exposures (with dark substration) are o-added to obtain the long
exposure.
5.2 Results
Fig. 9 shows the measurements of the referene non apodized PSF (integration time T i = 5ms, neutral density
ND = 6.5), the Reynard apodized PSF (T i = 30 ms, ND = 6.5) and the oronagraphed PSF (T i = 30 ms,
ND = 4.6), ompared with simulations. The latter takes into aount the real transmission prole of the Reynard
apodizer, as measured in Set. 4.1. For the 2D-images, the olor sale was modied to enhane ontrast and
visibility. The eet of the apodizer is learly visible through the shift of the Airy rings betwen the referene
and the apodized PSFs. The oronagraphed apodized PSF has an elliptial shape. This eet, missing without
the apodizer, is probably indued by the wavefront error or the oating defets introdued by the apodizer. The
global shape of the measured PSFs is onsistent with the simulations. For o-axis distanes greater than λ/D,
there is an oset in intensity between experimental results and simulations in the PSF wings for both types of
referene PSF. In addition, the minimal intensity in the Airy rings of all the PSFs are muh lower than that
expeted : it is essentially due to the fat that we are limited by a low dynamis of the 10-bits CCD amera.
(a) (b) ()
(d)
Fig. 9. Laboratory measurement at λ = 633nm : (a) Referene non apodised PSF, (b) Referene apodised PSF, ()
Coronagraphed apodized PSF, (d) average normalized radial proles in intensity ompared with simulations.
Several sets of aquisitions were done : Table 7 gives the ALC oronagraphi performanes dedued from
these measurements ompared with simulations. For the peak attenuation, they agree with expetations. For the
rejetion ratio, the dierene is due to the CCD low dynamis.
Experimental value Theoretial value
Peak attenuation for the ALC (from the apodized referene PSF) 71± 11 72
Peak attenuation for the ALC (from the referene PSF) 170± 25 202
Rejetion ratio for the ALC (from the apodized referene PSF) 34± 10 65
Rejetion ratio for the ALC (from the referene PSF) 80± 30 157
Tab. 7. ALC oronagraphi performanes at λ = 633nm : omparison between experiment and simulations.
6. ALC SENSITIVITY TO MISALIGNMENTS OF ITS COMPONENTS
In this setion, the 3 main omponents of the ALC, the apodizer, the oronagraphi mask, and the Lyot stop,
are suessively laterally then longitudinally misaligned from their ideal position. All measurements were done
in the HeNe monohromati light.
Figure 11 shows the resulting oronagraphed PSFs orresponding to both lateral and longitudinal misalign-
ments for the apodizer, the oronagraphi mask and the Lyot stop. We an identify with this gure what are the
ritial elements onerning the mehanial positionning on the benh : the oronagraphi mask in the lateral
position and the Lyot stop in both positions.
In order to evaluate the speiations on the positionning of the ALC omponents, several oronagraphi
metris were used in addition to the evolution of the PSFs shapes whih is a subjetive riterion. We plotted the
evolution of the extintion and rejetion ratios as a funtion of the displaement value : an example onerning
the oronagraphi mask lateral misalignment is given on Figure 10 and onstitutes a good proof of the great
dependeny of the ALC performanes to the lateral misalignment of the oronagraphi mask. For eah misali-
gnment value, we also determined the ontrast evolution, ie the ratio between the average radial prole of the
oronagraphed PSF with the displaement, and the average radial prole of the oronagraphed PSF for the ideal
position : we look for the displaement value induing a loss of ontrast lesser than 10% that orresponds to the
average level of noise.
Table 8 gives the speiations on absolute positioning for the three ALC omponents dedued from these
riteria and metris.
Component Lateral tolerane Longitudinal tolerane
Apodizer ± 5 mm ≥ 5 mm
Lyot oronagraphi mask ≤ 0.01 mm ± 1 mm
Lyot stop ± 0.04 mm ± 0.5 mm
Tab. 8. Synthesis of the toleranes values on the positioning of the ALC omponents obtained by measurements..
Furthermore, we an notie that the same tendenies were found with an other ALC prototype tested in the
near Infrared (Guerri et al. 2008
9
, Boaletti et al. 2008
3
).
Fig. 10. Example of oronagraphi metris used to determine the speiations on the positionning of the ALC ompo-
nents : evolution of the extintion (solid line) and rejetion (dash-dotted line) ratios as a funtion of the oronagraphi
lateral displaement values ∆Y, from 0 to 0.06 mm.
Apodizer lateral and longitudinal misalignments
Coronagraphi mask lateral and longitudinal misalignments
Lyot stop lateral and longitudinal misalignments
Fig. 11. Eet of the lateral and longitudinal displaements of the ALC main omponents : apodizer, oronagraphi mask
and Lyot stop. For eah omponent, the left urve orresponds to the lateral misalignment and the right urve to the
defous.
7. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE PROSPECTS
We presented the results of the experimental haraterization in the visible of an Apodized Lyot Coronagraph
prototype that was designed for a preliminary onept feasibility study for the VLT-SPHERE instrument. Several
type of measurements were arried out, the main onlusions that an be drawn are :
 apodizer haraterization : the transmission prole is out of the tolerane limits between radius 7 mm and
radius 12.8 mm. Nevertheless, the apodizer global transmission and reetivity oeients in the visible
worth respetively 39% and 21% whih is onsistent with the simulations.
 ALC oronagraphi performanes in the visible : the PSFs global behavior and the extintion ratio are
onsistent with the simulations. However, the lak in dynamis of the detetor limits the rejetion and the
dynamis of the PSFs.
 estimation of the ALC sensitivity to the lateral and longitudinal misalignment of its three main ompo-
nents : the oronagraph is very sensitive to lateral displaements of the oronagraphi mask and of the
Lyot stop, and to the Lyot stop defous.
We an nally onlude that these tests lead to onsider the ALC as potential oronagraph for the VLT-SPHERE
instrument and allowed the start of the study and the development of an ALC in the near-infrared suitably
designed and dediated to SPHERE (Carbillet et al. in prep.,
5
Guerri et al. in prep
9
).
The future prospets onerning the use of the High Dynamis range imaging benh of the laboratory is the
integration of a deformable mirror to generate wavefront residual errors (Guerri et al.
8
). The goal is to study the
eets of these errors on the ALC oronagraphi performanes.
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